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Georgia Judge Rules Fani Willis May Stay on Trump Case
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Fulton County Superior Court Judge Scott
McAfee ruled that Fulton County prosecutor
Fani Willis may remain on the election-
interference case against former President
Donald Trump if she removes special
prosecutor Nathan Wade.

Trump’s attorneys alleged a conflict of
interest due to Willis and Wade previously
being in a romantic relationship. Both Willis
and Wade testified that the romantic
relationship they were in began after Willis
hired Wade for the Trump case.

The lead defense counsel for Trump, Steve
Sadow, disagreed with McAfee’s ruling,
stating on X, “While respecting the Court’s
decision, we believe that … it did not afford
appropriate significance to the prosecutorial
misconduct of Willis and Wade, including the
financial benefits, testifying untruthfully
about when their personal relationship
began, as well as Willis’ extrajudicial MLK
‘church speech,’ where she played the race
card and falsely accused the defendants and
their counsel of racism. We will use all legal
options available as we continue to fight to
end this case, which should never have been
brought in the first place.”

Comment of Steve Sadow, lead defense counsel for President Trump in the Fulton County,
GA case, on the Court's disqualification ruling:
 
"While respecting the Court’s decision, we believe that the it did not afford appropriate
significance to the prosecutorial misconduct of…

— Steve Sadow (@stevesadow) March 15, 2024

https://www.reuters.com/legal/georgia-trump-judge-allows-prosecutor-remain-case-2024-03-15/
https://www.reuters.com/legal/georgia-trump-judge-allows-prosecutor-remain-case-2024-03-15/
https://x.com/stevesadow/status/1768634191820796147
https://twitter.com/stevesadow/status/1768634191820796147?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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